This kit contains 90 Activity Cards. The activity cards are divided into categories such as active games, tag games and dance. They require little or no equipment, are suitable for the classroom, include safety considerations, and contain activities integrated with math, science & technology, the arts and language. Activity Card Supplement DVD. Includes activity specific supports in classroom sign or chart format (e.g. fitness station cards, mission sheets), as well as video demonstration clips of the 50 Fitness Activities. Movin’ Music for DPA Volume I CD. Includes 21 music tracks to accompany the DPA Activities. Movin’ Music for DPA Volume II CD. Contains a mix of music genres, such as Latin, rock, hip hop and dance, to energize students. Dancing for DPA DVD. Includes step-by-step instructions of 50 essential dance movements, along with 4 new dances for the classroom and bonus video clips of students demonstrating the 50 Fitness Activities. DPA in Action DVD. Provides step-by-step demonstrations of nine cross curricular activities.
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